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Within the framework of the data 

revolution, the Internet of Things, artificial 

intelligence technologies and after more 

than half of the world's population became 

active users of the Internet, New data 

declared from the International 

Telecommunication Union, by the United 

Nations specialized agency for 

communications technology that a Global 

growth in Internet use ", with the 

estimated number of people using the 

Internet rising to 4.9 billion in 2021, from 

4.1 billion in 2019. This has a wide positive 

effect that no one can deny, but it has been 

accompanied by a sense of the dangers of 

modern technologies to privacy Digital 

activity has become detrimental to 

freedoms and the right to privacy as 

opposed to states' desire to control the 

digital space and threats from certain 

individuals or gangs. 
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Because electronic transactions 

are part of this digital space, the issue of 

the right to digital privacy and 

information security had to be taken 

more seriously and Search for new ways 

and methods to combat cybercrime and 

its spread. 

Hence the problems of this 

scientific forum in researching the 

forms of cyber violations of the right 

to digital privacy in the electronic 

dealings environment? How 

appropriate legal systems are existing 

to provide protection for this right in 

line with the nature of emerging 

threats in the digital age? What digital 

solutions have been provided by 

technology start-ups in the field of 

cybersecurity promotion and privacy 

protection? 
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The main themes of the National Forum: 

In the light of the foregoing, and for opening a 

constructive debate on the Forum's issue, its 

proposed interlocutors are as follows: 

Theme 1: Conceptual Framework for Digital 

Security and the Right to Digital Privacy in 

Electronic Transactions 

Theme  2 : Forms of violations of digital privacy 

in the context of electronic dealing 

Theme 3: Patterns of national legislative 

intervention to promote and protect the right to 

privacy in electronic transactions 

Theme 4: Digital forensics and the right to digital 

privacy in the electronic transactions 

environment 

Theme 5: International rules protecting the right 

to digital privacy 

Theme 6: Innovative digital solutions for 

technological start-ups in the field of information 

security and digital privacy 

 

 
From  inside the university 

Pr/Feninekh adelkader 

Pr/ Abassa tahar 

Pr/Meziane  mohamed amine 

Pr/Hitala maamar 

Pr/Bekeniche otmane 

Pr/Guemari nadra 

Pr/Sadji allam 

Pr/Zahdour kaoutar 

Pr .Hamida nadia 

Pr Aissani rafika 

D .Benadida nabil 

D Bouker Rachida 

D yahia abdelhamide 

D .Ouafi hadja 

D .bouzid khaled 

D .Benour souade 

D .Latroche amina 

D .Bengettate khadija 

D .Youcfi mohamed 

D .Belbey ikrame 

D .Benabbou afif 

D  douidi aicha 

D ait benamare ghania 

 

 

 
Scientific committee members 

Main axes of the National Meeting: 

 



  From  outside  the university 

Pr/ Zahdour sahli  oran 2 university 

Pr  

Pr/  . Bensaid sabrina university center− barika  

Pr mkalkal bouziane.  Sidi belabasse university 

Pr/ ilhame benkhlifa ouadi university 

D /feninkh nawel 

D .Ben azzouze rabiaa tlemcen university 

d. djendouli fatima  

d/ belhoussini hamzza 

D .fayrouz houte bouira  

D .ayache hamzza bordj  university 

D .Boutaraa souhila bouira university 

d/ noura haroune  bejaya university 

d/ ghali kahla2 university 

d/ kadri tarek   tizi  

 

 
D Bouker Rachida 

D  bouzid khaled 

D .guettaoui amel  

Phd .abassa charef 

Mhamdi ouafaa 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. It should be one of the main themes of the meeting, 

and it should be serious and scientific; 

2. Using the SAKKAL LAJALA ARABIC LANGUAGE LINE 

14 with a marginalisation with the same 12-size font. 

Ada was searching in a foreign language (French, 

English), editing the entry in TIMES NEW ROMAN 

LINE 12, leaving a distance of 2.5 cm in the four sides 

of the page, no more than 20 pages and no less than 

10 pages. 

3. There cannot be more than two participants in one 

intervention. 

 Last time to send the brief intervention  : 

2023/06/10 

. I delay answering acceptable interventions 

2023/06/11/ 

. Last time to send the whole intervention. 

2023/06/26         

Summaries and interventions are sent through the 

following e-mail 

digitalprivacy2023@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 اخر اجل لإرسال ملخص المداخلة   ...............

Zahdour achouak oran 2 university 

 

Participation form: 

The participation form contains the 

following information: 

Name and surname:……… ………… 

Degree:…………………. ………… 

University Institution:… ………… 

Telephone numb…………………… 

Intervention title:………… 

The focus of the intervention:…… 

Summary of intervention:……… 

 

Conditions and dates of participation: 

 
 

Organizing committee membre 

 


